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Pagel3
The Sports section highlights
Saturday's Murray State game
against Eastern Illinois University. The Racers beat Tennessee Tech 24-21 last Saturday at the Homecoming

Page7
The College Life section
features the annual Miss
Black and Gold pageant.
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Evangelist
Steppin'
Students ·energize audit,orium may sue
JanetRobb
Assistant College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

April Gilbert, NPHC Homecoming chairwoman, said each
routine was about 12 minutes
long, and each group practieed
for two and a half months.
"We take a lot of training,"
Gilbert, junior from Paris and
member of Zeta Phi Beta, said.
'1t is hard, it's breathtaking and
it's very exercising."
Gilbert said the two sororities,
AKA and the Zetas, and four fraternities, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta Sigma
and Omega Psi Phi, performing
in the competition,
used

There was a whole lot of stepping going on in Lovett Auditorium as the National Pan-hellenic
Council hosted the Greek Step
Show Saturday.
"(Stepping) is a form of movement with the hands and feet
derived from Africa," Eryn Murray, president of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, said.
Murray, senior from Lexington, said they were there to represent AKA in the show and to
interact with Murray State's
campus.
"(We) want to perform to the
fullest and give the audience a _-.......,.--."'-"'.....
great show," she said.

original steps and precision in
their routines.
Hosts for the show were
Demetrius "Meech Dog" Wheeler, comic from Louisville, and
Wayne Simpson, sophomore
from Clarksville.
Each fraternity and sorority
informed the audience of their
history during the performances.
The steppers involved used
not only their hands and feet to
create beats and rhythms, but
also chairs, sticks and canes.
The Sigmas entered from the
back of Lovett
wearing white
tuxedos
and
incorporated
chairs into
their routine.

Laura Gabel, senior from
Hardinsburg, said there was a lot
of energy, choreography and
unity in the step show.
"I (also) came because my
friends are in it,'' she said.
Chevonne Dixon, non-student
from Dyersburg, Tenn., said she
came just to see the step show.
"I like it," Dixon said. '1t was
great."
Rough Diamond, musical act
from Louisville, entertained the
audience while the judges tallied
the scores.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. and
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
were named the 2004 Murray
State University Homecoming
Step Show winners and were
awarded with trophies and
plaques.
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Michael Mclaurine/The News

Nettisha Lyte, senior from Dyersburg, Tenn., performs at the Greek Step Show Saturday night.

N~w residential
Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
cpond@thenews.org

Murray State may turn to
area businesses to fund a
prospective residential college.
Dewey Yeatts, associate
vice president of Facilities
Management, said the University is awaiting approval
for a new residential college from Frankfort.
"We're in a holding pattern right now," he said.
"We're just waiting for
information from Frankfort."
Instead of using bonds or
state-issued funding, Yeatts
said it is possible area businesses may build and pay
for the cost of the new facility in what is known as privatized student housing.

University

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

James Gilles, an evangelist who
speaks at colleges across the country,
is considering a lawsuit against the
University concerning his visit to
Murray State last week.
"I am already ~-----
in discussions "I am already
with my attorney in discussions
to have Murray with
my
State return to a attorney
to
free-speech lov- have Murray
ing University," State return
Gilles, known on
campus as "Bro. to
a freeJim," said. "Mur- speech loving
ray State allowed University."
unfettered and
robust
speech James Gilles
throughout the
Evangelist
'80s and '90s, but
has recently followed a few other
universities (and placed) an unconstitutional restraint upon speech."
According to Gilles' Web site,
www.thecampusministry.org, Gilles
has successfully won dozens of court
battles to legally open more than 50
closed campuses.
"In the last three to five years, the
U.S. Courts have struck down, without exception, every such policy that
the universities have implemented,"
Gilles said. "This means that each
and every student at Murray State
can exercise their right to speak
freely in any outdoor location without being 'sponsored' as long as the
expression does not interfere with
nor disturb normal University functions."
After arriving on campus Oct. 4,
Gilles was asked to leave the University. He stayed in Murray until Oct. 6.
"After about an hour and a half of
preaching, Jim Baurer (Curris Center
director) approached me with an
activity registration form and told
me that I could not preach on campus without being sponsored by a
University affiliated organization, so
I moved down to the city sidewalk by
the bridge."
GilJes said he spoke with University General Counsel John Ran last
week, and Rall said he was aware of
the recent court rulings. Many students are unaware of the constitutional protection of free speech,
Gilles said.
"Totalitarian universities love to

.
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college plans on hold; officials wait for approval

"Privatized student housThere are many compaing would be a firm or nies interested in building a
establishment
found residential college, he said.
"There are many compathrough the University that
would allow a third party to nies that I've talked to that
design and build the facili- would be tickled to build a
ty," Yeatts said. "(Building new facility right now," he
the residential college) said. "We just need to get
would be part of their busi- approval."
ness. They would make
Yeatts said all involved
their money back through recognize how much the
room and board for stu- University needs new facildents."
ities.
Yeatts said in his opinion,
"We're working desperthis would be the best ately (to obtain approval),"
option for Murray State.
he said. "People may not
"Professionally and per- think we're working hard,
sonally, it's the best option but we are working hard
facing
the
University behind the scenes. I'd love
today," Yeatts said. "It's a to see one or two building
win-win situation for all (projects begin) over the
involved. It's a good way to summer.
provide residence to stu"The president would
dents without affecting the echo the same thing,'' he
. said. "It's frustrating when
balance sheet. It's a good
we have a tremendous
deal."

amount of energy but things
out of our control (hold us
up)."
Josh Lanier, sophomore
from Kevil, said he has
mixed feelings about a new
residential college being
built, but he is more against
it than for it.
"Here in Clark, everybody's like a family," he
said. "In a lot of the high
rises, a lot of people only
know those who are on the
floor they live on. (In
Clark), you know everybody in your residential
college, and you can count
on them."
Lauren Taylor, freshman
from Beaver Dam, is also
apprehensive about a new
residential college.
"Murray is prided on
being a small college," she
said. "One reason eo le o

here is for more one-on-one
attention. That's the reason
I didn't go to Western or
UK, because I wanted a
small college (atmosphere)."
Taylor said if more residential colleges were built,
it would attract too many
students, and the University would lose its small-college feel.
"I think they should just
redo the dorms that are
already here," she said.
Other students see the
benefits of new residential
colleges.
Kristen
Schweizer,
sophomore from Louisville,
said a new residential college would make campus
much nicer.
"I think it would add (to
the campus) and make peole more eager to stay on

campus instead of going
home," she said. "It would
make it feel more like a University. I don't see anything
wrong with it because it
will enhance our campus."
Logan Botzman, freshman
from Somerset, agreed.
"A new facility would be
good," he said. "A lot of the
(residential colleges) are so
old, just to have more modern facilities would be more
convenient."
Botzman says the University will grow whether or
not new residential colleges
are built.
"I think (growth) is
inevitable,'' he said. "Most
schools, if they're doing
well, will grow. (New residential colleges) will keep
more students on campus
rather than them moving off
to a artments."
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Dinner tests student interview skills
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
rmoorc@rhenews.org

Fine hors d'oeuvres and
piano music are not things
normally associated with job
interviews. However, many
Murray State students were
introduced to that interview
setting Tuesday night at the
Four Courses to Success
event, hosted by the College
of Business and Public
Affairs.
The event. chaired by
Cami Duffy, lecturer in the
organizational communication
department.
was

designed to assist juniors,
seniors and graduate students in appropriately
responding and interacting
during an interview setting
while dining.
"
"Many employers are
increasingly delighted at the
talent level of college graduates but are increasingly disappointed in how college
graduates navigate the business interview dining scenario," Duffy said.
Through the event, students were able to gain valu·
able information about the
professional skills needed
for dinner interviews.

Many
students
took said students have to work
advantage of the dinner see- to set themselves apart from
nario, including Marlesha the rest of the field.
Higginson, junior from May- · "In today's competitive
field.
global marketplace a student
"I chose to come to the needs to take full advantage
dinner scenario because it of every opportunity to
was a great place to network make themselves stand out
and really find out who I am above the field of candigQing to be competing dates," said Orvino-Proulx.
against for that top-level
She said mastering the
job," said Higginson.
dinner interview scenario is
Higginson said before only the first step.
attending the dinner, she
Said Orvino-Proulx: "A
had not done anything to set · good interview helps you
herself above the rest.
make it to the second step
Robin
Orvino-Proulx, on the interview process."
adviser to Public Relations
For full coverage. visit
Student Society of America, www.thenews.org.

Michael Mcl.aurinelThL• New s
(Left to right) Sophomores Lucas Choate, from Cottage Grove, Tenn., Michael Staub, from Morgantown, and Mark Toren, from Paducah, dine T uesd ay
night at the Four Courses to Success dinner.. '

Murray State limits solicitation to specified zones, requires sponsorship
Fr om Pagel
keep such information
hush-hush," he said.
Gilles said some students
mocked him. while others
stopped to hear more. He
said other universities
reacted similarly to Murray
State.
However, Rail said Murray State's policy is clearly
explained in the Student
Handbook and is legal.
According to the Student
Handbook, "Murray State
University is committed to
the concept that a universi-

ty should encourage the
free flow of ideas on all sub·
jects, including controversial issues, and that all ideas
should be subject to objective, critical analysis."
The handbook allows
campus organizations to
sponsor guests on campus,
and censorship will not
occur unless the activity
poses a ..clear and present"
danger to normal University functions. The handbook
stipulates, however, outside
individuals and organizatiQns must be sponsored to
come on campus and visi·

University President F.
tors will be required to stay
in areas open to solicita- King Alexander said he is
not worried about a lnwsuit.
tion.
Even in areas open to
"It doesn't bother us a bit;
solicitation, the guest may get in line," Alexander said.
Murray State is not the
not substantially disrupt or
interfere with the educa- flrst university to face chaltional, administrative or lenges on the "free speech
operational activities of the zone" and "sponsorship
University, according to the only" policies. According to
a CNN article, the regulahandbook.
"I am sorry if (Gilles) tions began appearing on
came away from our dis· college campuses in the
cussion with any idea the 1980s but are now being
policy was somehow out of challenged.
compliance with the law," • Students at the UniversiRall said. "Nothing like that ty of Texas at El Paso challenged "free-speech zone"
was suggested by me."

regulations in May 2003.
Padilla said stipulations
Richard Padilla, vice also exist at the University
president of Student Affairs of Texas that prevent disat UTEP, said the universi- ruption of educational
ty no longer has areas activities. He also said if an
zoned for free speech but organization sponsors a
still requires guests to be person, they must be a part
sponsored by a registered of that person's activity.
organization.
"University property is a
"If a group from off cam- limited public forum and
pus wants to come on and can be used freely by mempresent their views, they bers of the university comcan't do that," he said. "If munity."
said
Padilla.
they're a member of the "There is no provision for
University, then they can people from off campus to
do their acts with no prcap- walk on campus and speak."
proval ... pretty much anyFor a picture of Gilles.
where on campus."
\'isit www.thenews.org.

murraychristianscience.con1
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We bar•e Willow Tree Angels!

·AMENDMENT

Come get at• etlrly starl on your Christmas • bopptng.
T/Je)' also mt~ke g rea t wedding gifts.
We /Jar•e recent/:}•

-

recelr~ed the

Willow Tree A11gel Nalit•ll)• Scene.
Shop early for greatest selection.

KENTUCKY'S MARRIAGE AMENDMENT IS
TOO EXTREME, AND NOBODY NEEDS IT!

•••••••••••••••••••••
416 Main St. Downtown 753-0859

MSU ALLIANCE

PLEASE VOTE

MELVIN B. HENLE.Y
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
NOVEMBER2

FORMER MAYOR
OF
MURRAY

FORMERMSU
PROFESSOR:
36YEARS
IN THE
MSU
CLASSROOM

FORMERMSU
FACULTY
REGENT
B.S. In MATH, CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS FROM MURRAY STATE
Ph.D In CHEMISTRYJ'PHYSICS UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
M.B.A. FROM MURRAY STATE

KENTUCKY NEEDS COOPERATION BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRAnON
AND THE LEGISLATURE
I HAVE A LONG HISTORY OF CONSENSUS BUILDING AND WILL WORK
HARD TO BRING HOME DOLLARS TO MSU
··1F ELECT!D I WILL DONATE THE SALARY

T~D

A SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT HERE AT

MURRAY STATE..

-

paid for by Melvin Henley
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Elizabeth Cawcin
Phone: 762-lj tj(>B

Govemator the next Prezinator?
O UR VIEW:

Issue:
SUPPORTERS

What are your plans
' for Fall Break?

OF CALIFORNIA

Gov.

ARNOLD
SCHWARZENNEGER HAVE

''GOing to the
hospital to get a
lump removed
out of my thn; at."

PROPOSED
AMENDING THE
CONSTITUTION
TO ALLOW
NATURALIZED
AMERICANS TO

Molly Flttierald
fi8Shman. Godfrey, Ill.

RUN FOR THE
PRESIDENCY,
SUGGESTING A
POSSIBLE BID

''Take a four-hour
bubble bath and
s~nd quality
time with my
boyfriend and
family."

FOR THE
OFFICE BY THE
CALIFORNIA
GOVERNOR
IN

2008.

Position:

I.eeAml Masters
freshman, Philpot. Ky.

THE OFFICE
OF PRESIDENT
OF THE

"I'm staying here
and my dad is
coming to visit
me for my
birthday:·

UNITED
STATES
SHOULD BE
RESERVED FOR

• ..,.

AMERICANBORN

AmaDda Tadatada

cmzENS.

sophomore. Loursvfl/6

AMENDING
'

I

THE
CONSTITUTION

..Playing in the
Murray State
football game at
Eastern Illinois.''
LeeMcGbmls
frsshman. Wll68tl)(l, 11.

lS A MAJOR
STEP, AND THE
DOCUMENT
SHOULD NOT
BE CHANGED
SIMPLY FOR
THE FORMER
MOVIE STAR'S
GAIN.

Andrea Chapman/ The News

pick your favorite answer at
www.thenews.org
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Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Heather Bryant
College life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481
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Chief Copy Editor · 762-4468
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Photo Editor · 762-4468
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Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University commumty's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Interested In joumallsm or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorshlp a,nd advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news pol~eres.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication
of Murray State Universaty. The first copy of
"The Murray State News• is tree. Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staffeditorial is the majority opinion ofthe editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
If some of California Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's supporters succeed in their current efforts, the former body
builder and film star's title
might go from Governator to
Prezinator.
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, RCalifornia, submitted a proposal to the House of Representatives in September that would
allow anyone who has been a
U.S. citizen for 20 years to run
for the nation's highest office.
Schwarzenegger, who gained
citizenship in 1983, would more
than qualify as a candidate for
the presidency. A similar proposal was introduced in the
Senate by Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah.
Passage of an amendment to
the Constitution requires a
three-fourths vote from both
the House and the Senate,
which are both currently controlled by Republicans. If the
Governator's fans are able to
convince their partymates of
his worth, we could have an
Austrian-born President of the
United States in four years.
The office of the presidency
is one of honor and incredible
responsibility. It is also one o£
of privilege - a pnv'ilege of
American citizens, fought for
by American citizens more
than 200 years ago.
It seems a bit ludicrous to
suggest the Constitution be
amended so a foreign-born
caucasian male can run for the
presidency when the White
House has yet to be home to
representatives of two key
groups in America. None of
our nation's 43 presidents have
been black or female, two
demographics that represent a
great percentage of the American population.
Despite any voter's feelings

N(;,

f ~\.l 2008

about the current candidates,
our nation is home to plenty of
qualified, American-born individuals who will continue to
run for the office of commander in chief and lead our country in years to come.
Schwarzenegger's Hollywood
past and famous face might
have given him the edge in the
California gubernatorial recall
election, but these credentials
are not sufficient enough to
earn him the American presidency, especially as a naturalized citizen. One would hope

the American people's strange
obsession with pop culture and
the phenomenon of the
celebrity would come to a
grinding halt at the steps of
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., and in
the confines of a voting booth.
The document on which our
country was founded should
not be altered simply to allow
someone with limited political
and governmental experience,
and a sometimes questionable
grasp on the English language,
to run for our highest and most
respected office.

•Your Opin.ion
Bush holds strong
in debates, not Kerry
Did you see the second presidential debate? Did you notice
Sen. Kerry answered hardly any
questions he was asked? He
diverted his answers to another
issue, or answered a question
that had already been discussed.
Kerry has no consistency in his
campaign.
Bush explained the most
important issue in this campaign
perfectly. First, Kerry was for the
war. Then, he voted not to fund
troops overseas with extra supplies. He did so because after voting for the war, Kerry changed
his view to accommodate his
campaign. I don't know about
you, but I don't want a commander in chief who is wishy-washy.
Kerry wants to rave about his
service in Vietnam. But after the
war, he threw his medals away
and became a veteran against the
war. How can anyone fight for
their country when they think it's
a mistake? How can Kerry take
over as president and keep us
safe, when he doesn't think we
need to be in war right now? He's
already said it's the wrong war,
wrong place, wrong time. How
can he say that when we are trying to keep terrorists out of our
country?
I won't feel safe if Kerry wins

the election. Bush has been Women's health issues
strong. I respect the men and
women who put their lives on the often overlooked
line for the United States.
Bush stated the military will To the Editor:
continue to be voluntary. without
In light of the recent presidena draft. Kerry has said the same
thing. But can we trust a man tial debates and approaching
who has a record of changing his election, the previous political
mind? He said the military won't apathy of Murray State students
be based on a draft, but I don't has evolved into extraordinary
activism concerning the conflictbelieve him.
Bush is a strong, confident, ing stances of Sen. Kerry and
Christian man. He is determined President Bush and their respecto stop terrorism and make the tive parties. Several distinctively
world a safer place. Kerry is not controversial issues have been
strong and won't defend our discussed by the two candidates.
nation when called to do so. including the timeless dispute of
What is this "plan" he keeps abortion. I write this letter not to
referring to? Is it to pull out of express my view on that particular issue (which I feel has been
Iraq and let terrorists prevail?
How can we elect a president debated to death) but to shift the
who supports only views he spotlight to a related, yet much
thinks will make him look good? less publicized matter - the dire
How can we have a president importance of women's health.
I believe Kerry stated it best
with a record of being against
any war this country has ever when he spoke of medical malpractice suits and the cost of
been involved in?
The answer is simple. Bush insurance; he expressed his
deserves to be re-elected. He has regret that several "OG/ BYN"
never changed his mind like (correctly spoken "OB/ GYN")
Kerry has. He is a strong presi- professionals were forced to
dent, and he will continue to pro- close their practices. Kerry's vertect this country, and make the bal blunder illustrates society's
lack of emphasis on the imporworld a safer place.
tance of proper personal health
Nathan Brothers
for American women. Our chilsenior
dren constantly visit the pediaGreenville
trician to ensure healthy devel-

opment, and we encourage the
elderly to get annual physical
examinations to maintain such
health. Why is it college-age
women are not pushed to visit
the gynecologist regularly and
perform self-examinations?
The female body is one of mystery and complexity that cannot
be understood or upheld without
proper education and regular
professional guidance. The value
of Murray State's Health Services Center, which provides
free gynecological examinations
and advice, is clearly unknown to
the women on campus. I urge for
some type of intervention that
will educate these women on
how to care for themselves and
where to turn for help.
Julia Buckman
freshman
Waverly
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Stem cells could help cure Parkinson's
In My
Opinion
f

Christopher
McDaniel
"LIVING
WITH
' PARKINSON'S
IS LIVING
WITH TilE
KNOWLEDGE
OF A
GUARANTEF.D
CRIPPLING
FUTURE."

Parkinson's disease: a
chronic, progressive disorder of the central nervous
system that belongs to a
group of conditions called
motor systems disorders.
Parkinson's is the direct
result of the loss of cells in
a section of the brain called
substantia nigra. These
cells produce dopamine, a
chemical
messenger
responsible for transmitting signals within the
brain. A loss of dopamine
causes critical nerve cells
in the brain to flre out of
control. leaving patients
unable to direct or control
their movements. Parkinson's disease affects millions of Americans.
My name is Christopher
McDaniel. I am 22 years
young, and though1 I have
been living with PD for
three years, I was just diagnosed in June.
Finding out there is
something, beyond my control, wrong with m~ has
been a blessing after three
years of not knowing. But,

the ramifications of living
with an incurable disease
creates unwanted stress
and irrational emotions.
Living with Parkinson's is
living with the knowledge
of a guaranteed crippling
future.
For those who are not
aware,
symptoms
of
Parkinson's disease appear
gradually, yet increase
severely. This may include
tremors or trembling, difficulty maintaining balance,
rigid stature or stiffness of
the limbs and general slowness of movement. Patients
may eventually have difficulty walking, talking or
completing other simple
tasks.
BBC News emphasizes
the hope of a cure for
Parkinson's disease can be
found through stem cell
research. Scientists are
attempting to make basic
brain cells grow into specialized neurons.
This
technique '"will
allow
patients whose brains have
degenerated
to
grow

'

replacement cells for the
damaged tissue.
Since patients with
Parkinson's lack the crucial
cells that release dopamine,
this discovery could lead
doctors to be able to offer
an unlimited supply of
dopamine-secreting neurons. Stem cell research is a
hope for those, not only
diagnosed with Parkinson's
disease, but those affected
with Alzheimer's, heart disease, spinal cord injury,
juvenile diabetes and cancer.
Right now, President
Bush has restricted the
advancement study of Stern
Cell Research baring funds
with restrictions for adequate research. Today,
millions of children and
adults affected with these
incurable diseases have
hope for a cure. That hope
is through John kerry.
From an official statement
from
Johnkerry.com:
"Kerry
and
Edwards
believe that we must lift the
barriers that stand in the
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Christopher McDaniel is a
junior philosophy major from
Lexington, Tenn.
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way of science and push
the boundaries of medical
exploration so researchers
can find cures that may
exist. •
"Continuing
in our
nation's great ethic of discovery, John Kerry and
John Edwards believe stem
cell · research
holds
immense promise for curing or treating these diseases and medical conditions. They will lift the ideologically-driven restrictions on stem cell research
that are impeding progress
toward cures for mill ions of
Americans suffering from
debilitating diseases."
A vote for John Kerry is a
vote for a cure (in more
ways than one).
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Kerry's views on laws of morality troubling
In My
Opinion

Adam
Mathis
" IMAGINE IF
TOMORROW
• YOUWOKE
UPIN A
COUNTRY
WHERE RAPE
WAS A LEGAL
PRACTICE."

Something Sen. John
Kerry said in the second
presidential debate troubled me.
When asked if he could
assure citizens their tax
dollars would not go to
support abortion, Kerry,
while trying to avoid the
answer, gave a statement
almost as telling as the
answer.
According to a CNN.com
transcript, he replied, "But
I can't take what is an article of faith for me and legislate it for someone who
doesn't share that article of
faith, whether they be
agnostic, atheist, Jew,
Protestant, whatever. I
can't do that.''
His assertion carries a
hint of moral trepidation to
it. While he apparently
does not agree with abortion, Kerry is unwilling to
enforce his standard on
anyone else.
Either his conviction is

so tenuous that he does not
really believe it, which I
doubt, or Kerry doubts this
morality is "good" for others.
This is a frightening
proposition since it would
lead to asking permission
to enforce rules upon others. We do this every day
when we bring criminals to
justice for stealing, raping
and killing. No one who
cares to preserve this country would ask permission
to enforce these rules.
The laws of this land,
from the Constitution to
city ordinances, do nothing
more than enforce morals
that some people happen to
agree upon. But their
enforcement helps to keep
this country from descending into anarchy.
If we are honest with
ourselves for a moment, we
would realize the majority
opinion of any given group
is not always the right one.

'Bro. Jim' makes
campus a soapbox

Many Europeans, centuries
ago, believed confining
Jews to ghettos to be
acceptabl~. In more recent
times, many people considered relegating blacks to a
position of "second-class
citizen" to be perfectly justified. A widely held view,
simply because it is widely
held, is not always right.
Imagine if you woke up
tomorrow in a country
where rape was a legal
practice. Most of us would
protest and for good reason. We know, beyond the
fact that our laws make it
illegal, rape is wrong.
The residents of this fictitioqs country, however,
could argue the majority ·
agrees upon it, so do not
enforce your belief on us.
Kerry is not advocating
the legalization of rape. His
logic, however, can be
taken to support the argument for it. Our agreeancc
on a rule does not make it

sat and listened to Jim teU
every one we are going to
hell (how he could know
Last week's "Straight our hearts, I guess we'll
from the horse's mouth" never know). He called all
asked for stories of interest- fraternity boys whorernon·
ing encounters with every- gers and said they want
one's favorite <:ampus evan- nothing but booze and sex.
gelist, ''Bro. Jim.''
then said sorority girls are
The responses came in, whores. That made me
and here are the highlights. angry enough to walk
Payton Pennington, fresh- away."
man from Hopkinsville, had
Pennington ran into "Bro.
• a few choice encounters.
fun" several other times, but
"The first day 'Bro. Jim' could never get him to
was here, I went to go see answer any questions. He
what the big crowd was did, · however, get to hear
about," Pennington said. "l him call Catholics "blood-

Straight
from
the

right. We must look for
what is actually right. For if
popular opinion determines right and wrong, let
us no longer condemn
some of the great atrocities
of human history.
Many people felt those
actions were right, so
enslavement of other
humans, under this logic, is
fme.
Yes, I believe abortion to
be wrong. Kerry could tell
me this is an "article of
faith" for me and it should
not be enforced on others.
Yet, my faith tells me not to
murder or steal and to love
others as Jesus did.
Shall we throw that out
too?

s
Greyhound bus
no longer
an option
for the carless
Ahh, Fall Break.
How I have dreamed about you.

At least in the hour or two of sleep
I've gotten each night for the past
week. I probably didn't go into a deep
enough REM cycle to begin dreaming,
but I've daydreamed, nonetheless.
Though I have
been looking forward to this break
for quite some time
with the excitement
of a chicken fanatic
in Winslow, I must
say weekends and
holidays can bring a
bit of stress for me,
the carless wonder.
Being without a ·
vehicle within the
city of Murray typically isn't a problem. Elizabeth
I can borrow some- Cawein
one's car to go to Wal-Mart, walk to
~lass and hitch rides to Log Cabin or
Huddle House at 2:30 in the morning.
But when it comes to heavier traveling, such as the three hours
between Murray and Memphis, I
sometimes find myself in a bit of a
bind.
I usually begin begging about three
weeks prior to the weekend/break in
question, and to the credit of my fellow Mernphians, it is a rare occasion
when I'm unable to find a ride. As of
last week I solidified my transportation for Fall Break. after going
through four people and beginning to
think I was the only person leaving
campus.
Mid-search, I mentioned to my
mom the possibility of not finding a
ride, commenting I'd be forced to lie
in bed all weekend, alone, and wallow
in my misery.
Of course, like any mom, her reaction was, "No, you wouldn't.'' And the
next words out of her mouth, which I
half expected to be "I'd come get
you," were "you could ride the Greyhound!"
Ahh, the Greyhound bus1
How I have not been dreaming
about you.
I rode the Greyhound once last
year, from Memphis back to school.
If you want to meet interesting people and have real-world experiences,
ride the Greyhound bus. If you want
to get sneezed on by a large, greasy
man, talking to himself and drinking
straight from a two-liter bottle of
orange soda, ride the Greyhound bus.
If you want to be one seat in front of
a small child whose every happiness
rests on finding the golden arches
and who will scream relentlessly
until her needs are met. ride the
Greyhound bus.
Sound entertaining? On top of that,
our little bus of horrors should have
made a pitstop at a body shop along
the way to get new shocks. Try
attempting to sleep while the bus
bounced so badly over every pebble
on the road my CD player skipped
constantly and my head banged violently against the window.
It might be a stretch to classify my
Greyhound experience as the worst
three hours of my life, but the ride
certainly goes down in the "never
again" column of my personal history.
I'll make a sign that says "will recite
music history for a ride to Memphis.''
Arm out, thumb up.
I'm hitchhiking.

•

Adam Mathis is the business
manager for The Murray
State News.

thirsty cannibals."
Carty Robinson, junior
from Palatine, Ill., was privileged to hear perhaps the
best of Jim's rantings.
"He said, 'Why legalize
prostitution when we have
sororities?"' Robinson said.
An age-old question,
indeed.

Web site offers
revenge a Ia carte
Fed up with "Bro. Jim?"
Still holding a grudge
against that girl who tripped
you on the stairs at your

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

senior p rom? Now revenge
is made to order at
www.thepayback.com.
For a cost of about $20, a
number of services are
available to the discerning
consumer. You may choose
to send an assortment of
dead flowers, including
roses. Y()u can also have a
dead fish or melted chocolates delivered.
The Body Odor package
includes soap, deodorant
and a letter, and the Bad
Breath package comes with
mouthwash, toothpaste and
a letter. as well. In addition,

the Web site offers a variety of other letters, which
each come with a lovely
enclosure.
The "Mean Boss" letter
comes with a lemon, and the
._Annoying Co-Worker" letter comes with a flyswatter.
And of course. all deliveries are 100 percent confidential. The lucky recipient
will never know it was you.
Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
to
horse's
mouth"
ecawein@thenews.org.
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New reviews questions to appear this semester
Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
cpond@thcnews.org

Who are the two mett
nmning for vice president
of the United States?
Dick Cheney and
John Edwards

What you said:
"No, not a clue.''
Keshia Sparks
freshman from Graham

After six years of lobbying, the Student Government Association's
list of faculty review
questions will be on the
review forms this semester.
Jessica Reed, president
of SGA and senior from
Gilbertsville, said a committee of SGA members,
in conjunction with the
Faculty Senate, devel-

oped the new questions
based on their best judgment of how to effectively evaluate a professor.
The questions were
approved by the SGA
through a vote and sanctioned by the Faculty
Senate, she said.
"These new questions
will be in place at the end
of this fall semester and
reported," Reed said.
<:These new questions
will more effectively
evaluate faculty members."

Josh Rose, fo rmer SGA
president and graduate
student from Kinmundy,
lil., said the SGA had to
go through many stages
to reach approval for the
additional questions.
"Faculty Senate didn't
like the initial questions
that were asked, so we
bad to pick the best of the
bunch," he said.
Rose said the SGA
sought approval from
various governing bodies
on campus, including the
faculty, the University

attorney and President F.
King Alexander.
One of the problems
the Faculty Senate had
with the review questions was that they would
be available for anyone to
access over the Internet,
he said. A consensus was
reached to allow only
PIN users to access the
questions.
Rose a lso said some
excellent teachers were
scared
bad
reviews
would decrease their ratings, thus decreasing the

likelihood
of
them
receiving a promotion.
~egan Kinkade, senior
from Bremen, said the
faculty review questions
are advantageous to students.
"They address issues in
the classroom and let us
express our opinions
without affecting our
grades," she said. "I think
(the new questions) will
be beneficial to the students."
For a list of the questions, visit thenews.org.

Public Safety's tip of the week

"John Kerry and George W.
Bush."
Ashley lsonhood
freshman from Henderson

Steti~

anti Spi.rits

- - - - - - 'Lst. 2001 - - - -"Dick Cheney is the current
vice president, and then it is,
I don't remember offhand."
Josh King
senior from Carrier Mills, Ill.

•••., I. tftl 1••
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lfcJnd-IJp (omill
Twice a Week, Every Weeki

After consulting with his
roommate: "Cheney and
Edwards."
Ryan Lindsey
junior from Sikeston, Mo.
"Dick Cheney and Edwards."
Denice Manley
junior
from Mt. Vernon, ill.
"Cheney and rm not sure
about the other one."
Jessica Thorpe
sophomore
from Collinsville, Ill.

Correct answers: S
Wrong answers: S

Wed••
Erin Gilles/The News
Amy Diette, senior from Mt. Vernon, IU., and·Nicole Sharber, senior

from Owensboro, cross at 16th Street on their way to class.

This Week: Learn about crosswalk safety
Providing a safe environment
for students, faculty, staff and visitors is a top priority for Public
Safety officials at Murray State,
and pedestrian safety is in this
category.
"Murray State has clearly
marked signs and pavement
pedestrian crosswalks throughOtlt campus," Capt. Larry Nixon
said. "Kentucky law provides
clear expectations for both
pedestrians and vehicles operators when it comes to crossing
streets."
Nixon said the regulations are

outlined in Kentucky Revised
Statutes as follows:

For Pedestrians:
Between adjacent intersections
within the city limits of every city
at which traffic control signals
arc in operation, pedestrians shall
not cross at any place except in a
marked crosswalk.

~- :.o @
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For Drivers:
Stop for any pedestrian in a
marked crosswalk, regardless of
the side of the street the pedestrian entered. Failure to stop can
result in a traffic citation being
issued.

11.91 Dolnes•k Bee•
Sl oil all appe•l~e••

what matters.

TM

is the bottom-line results;
the lives we change;
~:·~~ommu niti es we shape.

urray state university matters
The University is a vital part
of this community and an
important force in this year's
United Way Campaign.
ljittf;;l;;if!!Jl~
Fundraising to achieve a
$25,000 campus-wide goal IS
going on now. Become a
part of this great effort to
touch more than 30,000
lives throughout
Murray & Calloway County.

donate today
who we serve •••

Humane Society
Main Street Youth Center

Need Line
Parent Support
Rape Crisis Center
Red Cross
Senior Citizens Center
YMCA
WATCH, Inc.
WKATC

to donate contact...

Corky Broughton 762-6124 or Carmen Garland 762-3165
ADDRESS INFORMATION HERE • ADDRESS INFORMATION HERE • ADDRESS INFORMATION HERE

United Way of Murray-Calloway County
607 Poplar Street, Suite F, Murray, KY 42071 • phone 270.753 ..0317
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Crown of 'Gold'
Student wins title, scholarship
at annual campus competition
Derek Vaughan
Contributing Writer
As the sun set across the desert sands and the golden arches of the temple, five princesses of the Nile walked by the pyramids and competed for the hearts of all present.
Though this may sound like a rendezvous on the banks of the Nile river in .Egypt, this
was a part of the Miss Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant hosted by the members of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Friday.
The pageant began in 1976 at the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity General Convention in
New York. The first pageant hosted by the Murray State Zeta Omicron chapter was in
1981.

The current producer of the pageant Richard Rowland, senior from Louisville,
was pleased with how the event turned out.
"It feels like a weight has been lifted off of my shoulders," said Rowland.
"It feels great."
There was a great deal of work done by the production chair and the
other members of the fraternity, which alone could be seen from the
stage props and the selected panel of judges.
"We have been preparing for this night for a
month," said Rowland.
He said this was the 20th production
of the pageant, and it is the longest
running African·American event
on the Murray State campus to
date.
The five students chosen
for this competition prepared
their presentations for weeks
in a bid for a $500 scholarship.
Derica Thomas, sophomore
from Memphis and 2004 Miss Black and
Gold, was relieved after the pageant
ended.
"I was surprised," said Thomas.
"There were four other amazing girls.
I'm not just the winner, everybody is."
;.
She spent three weeks preparing for
the competition that consisted of vari·
ous events including achievements, projection, creative and
performing arts, poise, appearance. evening attire and oral
expression.
Thomas said her family was very proud of her achievement.
After the pageant came to a close, Squire Babcock, associate profes·
sor of English and philosophy, was happy with the outcome of the
event. He served as one of the judges for the competition.
"It was an impressive event; five very impressive young women,"
said Babcock. "It was a hard choice."
The other competitors in the event were Kristye Russell and
Te'era Bigham, both freshmen from Louisville, Patrice Bradley,
freshman from East Prairie, Mo.. and Naquita Olive, sophomore
from Clinton.
When most of the crowd had cleared the room, the Alphas gathered in a circle around Thomas and sang a traditional song of the
fraternity.

photos by Michael Mclaurine/The News

(Above) Contestants and Tamyra Greer, 2003 Miss
Black and Gold, perform a dance routine during The
Miss Black and Gold Scholarship Pageant Friday.
Greer is a sophomore from Pinhook, Mo.
(Right) Derlca Thomas, sophomore from Memphis,
wins the title o f 2004 Miss Black and Gold. The
pageant is hosted by the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc., and a $500 scholarship is awarded to the winner.
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Jessica Llnenfelser, senior from
mghland, m., cheers during
the Racer Band performance at
Tent City.

The Murray State News
October 14, 2004

courtesy oi Shirley Martin

Jessica Crockett, senior from Somerset, plays in the Racer Band wearing her
Homecoming court attire. The Homecoming results were not yet announced
as Crockett performed prior to being named Homecoming Q.ueen.

Thanks for the Meniories

~~~~(mickUe)2-~hlt~~

Clarksville, and Jiles Wyatt from HopldnsvlUe to Tent City.

J,lnna Tann<>r!The News
(Left) 7-year-old Prashant Chakradhar from Murray receives a balloon animal at
Tent City from Dustin Cunningham, senior from Louisville, who was working at the
Sock and Buskin tent.

..
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UNIVERSITY

Andrea Chapman/The News

Members of the Racer Band shows their school spirit as they march
through Murray during the parade Saturday.

--

Hester CoUege mascot, 'Spike the Hedgehog' entertains the
crowd while riding on a float at the parade Saturday.

•
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Janna Tanner/The News

(From Left to Right) Prachya Mruetusatom, graduate stu·
dent from Nakoruathom, Thailand, Kamala Suwansukho,
graduate student from Nakhon Sri Tbammavat, Thailand,
and Niti Baanyapimuk, graduate student from Bangkok,
Tballand, bold signs advertising Thai food for sale at the
international student tent.

courtesy of Shirley Martin

Amber DuVentre, junior from Jackson, Tenn., gives Scott Ellison, junior from St. Charles,
Mo., congratulatory praise as he is announced Homecoming King.

courtesy of Shirley Martin

Jessica Crockett, senior from Somerset, smiles in pleasant surprise as she bears her named called for the Homecoming Queen title. Her fellow Racer Band
members cheer as she prepares to receive her crown.

Andrea Chapman/The News

The Alpha Gamma Delta sorority members ride on their float Saturday during the parade.
The members were dressed in clothing to represent each decade, and they stood behind
picture frames to symbolize Murray State's Homecoming theme, 'Thanks for the memories,' and because they wanted to depict that much of sorority life revolves around mak·
ing memories.

Janna Tanner/The News

2-year•old Hunter Utley from Murray plays in
the inflatable castle Saturday at Te nt City.
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This Week
•Thursday
Movie

Bull Pen provides weekly comedic entertainment
Patrons enjoy local laughs

7:30 p.m., Fahrenheit 9/11, admission
$1, Curris Center
Theater

Atephanie Salmons
Contributing Writer

•Friday
Book and Bake
Sale
9 a.m., Waterfield
Library

•Saturday
Bull Blowout
8 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition
Center

•Sunday
Sunday
Service

School

9:45 a.m., Fro nt
Lobby,
Elizabeth
College
'

•Monday
Wax Hands
10 a.m., Sponsered
by SGA, Rocking
Chair Lounge, Curris Center

•Thesday
Bargain Book Sale
8 a.m., Rocking
Chair Lounge, Curris Center

photos by Janna Tanner/The Nf'ws

•Wednesday

Justin Leon, comedian from Kansas City, Mo., performs his comedy
routine as Steve Farmer, citizen of Murray, becomes part of his act.

Poetry Reading

Comedian
Justin Leon teUs
jokes to his
audience at the
Bull Pen Thursday.
Various
nationally touring comedians
are brought to
the restaurant
by
Hyena's
Comedy Club
and
perform
each week on
Weduesdays
and Thursdays
at the Bull Pen.

7:30 p.m., Sarah
Gorham and Jeffcry
Skinner,
Clara
Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Build ing

•Thursday
Concert
8 p.m., MSU Wind
Ensemble,
Free
admission, Lovett
Auditor ium

•Friday
RCA
Drive-in
Movie:! .
9 p.m.,
Field

October 14, 2004

Cutchin

V BURT'S BEES
Hello KittyQ
Come- the~ aeledion
alBeDo Kitty in the atatel

~ Beanie Babies t More!
CIRCLE@CANDLES
404 Main St Court Square
402 Main St. Court Square
753·7222

Two Specials
Three 14" 1-topping pizzas for $13
16" any topping pizza for $9
Accepting all coupons from .other
pizza places
Offered until Oct. 30
762-0441 • 762-0442 •762-0443

Dine-in and Free Delivery
817 Coldwater Road, Murray

In a dimly lit, crowded
room, a group at one
tablt.: is celebrating a
birthday and other individuals are enjoying
intimate dinners. Laughter fills the a1r and
servers rush from the
kitchen to the dini ng
room carrying food and
drinks to customers.
This was the atmosphere of the upstairs
dining room Thursday
night at the Bull Pen.
Hyena's Comedy Club.
based in Benton, Ill., is
bringing nationally touring comedians to the
Bull Pen every Wednesday and Thursday night.
"There's nothing better than live comedy,"
Jeff Batts, comedian and
owner of Hyena's Comedy Club. said.
Hyena's has clubs in
southeastern Missouri
and southern Illinois,
along with clubs at
Ace's in Mayfield and
the Executive Inn in
Paducah, said Batts.
Batts
said
they
checked out a number of
locations in Murray,
such as The Big Apple
and The Keg.
"The
Bu II
Pen
(seemed) more interested," Batts said.
"Hopefully after a
while, (people will) see
what kind of atmosphere it is, and it will go
over really big." said
Broedy Fricke, a Hyena's employee.
Fricke said those at
Hyena's would like to
do a show every week.
Larry Sciberras. gcn-

eral manager for the
Bull Pen, said they had
been looking for something to put upstairs for
a while.
"It's the perfect setup," he said. "The
upstairs has a stage area,
bar nnd more table's. It's
very convenient.''
Sciberra said there
arc no comedy clubs in
Murray, with the closest
in Paducah. The comedy
shows at the Bull Pen
offer som~thing different
for
customers
because it gives them a
chance to relax and
enjoy a show after they
eat.
"This is something
where the collegt' and
the community can
mix," Sciberra., said.
"Comedy goes across
(all boundaries).''
Chds Smith, comedian from St. Louis, performed Thursday night
at the Bull Pen.
"This is (a neat) idea
for smaller towns, it's
something different to
do," Smith said.
Smith,
who
hns
opened for well-known
comedians like Jerry
Seinfcld and Tim Allen,
said the problem with
having something like
this in a smaller town is
people do not know the
comedians are wellknown in the comedy
circuit.
"(The comedians arc)
not some frat guy (who)
thought he was funny
last night at a keg party,''
he said.
On stage, Smith said
he had performed fo r a
crowd of 500 Jehovah's
Witnesses.

"I told three hours of
knock-knock jokes," he
said.
Crowd
inter actio n
was an integral part of
Thursday's show, especially with headlining
comic Justin Leon, from
Kansas City, Mo. A
woman from the crowd
spoke up in the middle
of the show and said she
was at the Bull Pen with
her family celebr ating
her 40th birthday.
"What are you doing
for her birthday," l .eon
said to the woman's husband.
The man said the
birthday plans were to
attend Hyena's comedy
night at the Bull Pen.
"\Veil aren't you disappointed," he said to
the woman.
Murray resident Steve
Farmer was brought on
stage by Leon. Farmer
>vas given cards to readfrom in an attempt to
learn "ebonies."
Leon. who is AfricanAmerican. joked withFarmer.
"(Don't worry), you're
not the whitest (guy)
I've ever met," he said.
Farmer said being
brought up on stage d id
not embarrass him.
"It was fun," Farmer
said. "(The comedy
show is) something d ifferent in Murray, but
there needs to be more
people (here)."
Shawn Darnell, senior
from Murray, agreed.
!'I thought it was
great," he said. "I'd like
to sec a bigger crowd. It
would be more enjoyable to have more people here laughing."
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aintains record
William Neeley
Contributing Writer

Agos!l

Stephanie Leab, server at Rudy's, waits to take food orders from customers Tuesday daring lunch hour.
Kathy Parker,
regular
customer
at
Rudy's, helps
operat e
the
cash register
d uring
busy
lunch
hours.
She voluntee rs
her
time
be cause she is
usually there
everyday.

Cluap._

AUund•U
• Patty Melt and fries
• Grilled Chicken Club

$4.50
$4.95
$4.7S

• )>hilly Beef
• Veal SandwiCh

$2.75

The College Life section
showcases a weekly series
of locally owned, nonfranchise Murray eateries.

College students live life
in the fast lane. Is it any
wonder the food of choice is
called "fast food?"
Every once in awhile the
stomach needs something
more than a slice of pizza,
and that something is homecooked food, which can be
found at Rudy's Restaurant
in the town square.
Rudy's has been operating
for almost 70 years, and,
though it has changed owners over the years, it bas
maintained a record of home
cooking made from scratch.
The owners, Dena and
Jody Anderson, said Rudy's
was once featured in Southern Living Magazine for best
burger.
Burgers are not the only
thing on the menu though.
Dena said the fried green
tomatoes are one of the best
items on the menu, and Jody
said the fried squash is good.
The selection offered at
Rudy's ranges from traditional southern delights to
veal. Rudy's also offers
plates with a main dish,
choice of three vegetables
and a roll or corn bread for
$4.50.

Customers said they come
for the atmosphere and the
low prices. The restaurant
resembles a diner complete
with counter and stools.
Don and Kathy Parker are
two regulars known affectionately as Ma and Pa
"Lot's of times we'll eat
here twice a day," said
Kathy. "(The) food is really
good. (Rudy's) is clean. The
waitresses are friendly, just
everyone is friendly."
Her husband said they
drive 16 miles from their
home to eat at Rudy's, and it
is worth the drive.
"The food is inexpensive
(and) the place is accessible," said Don Parker.
The attention to service
sets Rudy's apart. A plaque
on the door reads: "Through
these doors pass ()ur most
important people 'our customers.'"
• A server also greets every
customer.
"It is wonderful," said
Julie Brenden, a server at
Rudy's. "It's a lot of fun. The
customers are great. It's a
good atmosphere.''
Rudy's Restaurant is
located at 104 S 5th St. across
from the courthouse and is
open 5 am. to 10 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment - - - - -

•• DVD

• Albums

• Box Office

•Songs

I. Feels Like Today

I. Shark Tale

L Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo

2. Friday Night Lights

2.MyBoo

3. Ladder49

3. Lean Back

Rascal Flatts
2. Hilary Duff
Hilary Duff
3. Goodies
Ciara
4. American Idiot
Green Day
S. Suit
Nelly

Usher and Alicia Keys
Terror Squad

4. Taxi

4. MyPlace

S. The Forgotten

Nelly featuring Jaheim
5. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child

~·--~~~

Source: Billboard.com

- ~~~

Source: movies/nytimcs.oom

Source: Billboard.com

Who's Who?
2004-05 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities & Colleges

LManon Fire

• Books

• Website

L The Dark T ower
Stephen King
2. 1Dcubus Dreams
Laurell K. Hamilton

jibjab.c:om

This Web site features
two political flash cartoons,
2. The Punisher
"This Land" and "It's Good
to be in DC!" These singa3
3. Soooby Doo 2: Monsters · Trace
longs show President Bush
UnJeashed
Patricia Cornwell
and Sen. Kerry singing and
4. The Da V1Dcl Code
dancing. Both cartoons
Dan Brown
were shown on "The
4. Twisted
S. Jonathan Strange & Mr. Tonight Show" with Jay
Norrell
Leno. These cartoons can
s. The Lidjtillen
Susanna Clarke
be watched from the site or
purchased to either downSource: hometow n.aol.co.uk
Source: nytimes.com load or get on DVD.

The faculty
of Elizabeth

College

at MSU salute

Applications available in the

The Students of Elizabeth College

Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall, 762-6831

Homecoming 2004

for a championship

or online at

• P~p Rally Spirit Award
• Fir~t Place Lobby Decoration
• Trivia Contest at Tent City

www.murraystate.edu/se'csv/director.htm

Deadline: Oct. 22, 2004

and

Eligibility:
3.0 GPA;
Graduating in December
2004, May or August 2005;
Demonstrated Campus and Community
Leadership & Involvement.
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A Great Welcome
for Families & Alumni
"Lizo, y'all. Peace"
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Trip gives students, professor international experience
Derek Vaughan
Contributing Writer
While many students
stayed in Murray this summer, several students and a
professor went on a voyage
across the Atlantic for five
and a half weeks with one
purpose in mind: to learn
about wicked women.
The class trip to England
took the students to a different
culture
that
expounded on their education at Murray State and
expanded their worldviews.
"It was an experience in
grace and elegance," said
Sarah Aguiar, associate professor of English and philosophy.
The students were able to
interact and mingle with
people from various countries. The possibilities of
cultural contact were endless, said Aguiar.
"We could eat at a

Mediterranean restaurant
for lunch. and then talk to
Islamic women later in the
day," said Aguiar.
Most of the learning took
place outside the classroom, she said.
"International relations.
communication, aesthetics
and even the food was a
learning experience." said
Aguiar.
The students could not
have participated in this
adventure bad it not been
for the Cooperative Center
for Study Abroad.
CCSA is an international
program that allows stul cwrtesy ol l..1ura Kight
dents and professors to
travel to mostly English- Fay Weldon, novelist, playwright and screenwriter
speaking countries and take from England, autographs books for Murray State
classes not usually offered students w ho visited her home for tea and reading.
at the University.
Aguiar said Weldon is rather someone who might
While in England, Aguiar · considered to be one of the be encountered while walkarranged for the students top three literary writers in ing down the street.
to meet Fay Weldon, a nov- England. Weldon was not
"Fay was a generous and
elist,
playwright
and the stereotypical famous elegant woman with no prescreenwriter.
person, said Aguiar. but tensions. and not a trace of

snobbery," said Aguiar.
Aguiar and her students
were invited to Weldon's
home for tea and reading.
Afterward, Weldon gave
autographed books to the
students.
Laura Kight, senior from
Paducah, was impressed
with Weldon when the
group visited her house.
"I was surprised how
down to earth she was and
easy to speak with," said
Kight. "She was very intelligent; a business woman."
The class gave Kight a
chance to use skills she
already possessed from
French classes taken on
campus.
"I was able to speak
French when we went to
Paris," said Kight.
She and other students
also used some of their free
time to tour not only Paris,
but also Dublin and the
English countryside around

London as far north as the
Stonehenge site.
"We saw the house where
Thomas Hardy is thought to
have written many of his
works in," said Kight.
Experiencing all of these
treasures abroad helped
Kight and the other students appreciate and better
understand the material
covered in their class.
"We talked about worn·
en's roles in English literature and society, and also
about negative female
archetypes," said Kight.
Kight said it was easy for
her to utilize the program.
She was able to work out a
payment plan that, along
with Financial Aid she
received. made the program
affordable, she said.
Kight encourages students to contact CCSA
because she •said the opportunity to study abroad is the
chance of a lifetime.

Weekend ethnic program divides genders for movie night, rap session
Philip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Murray State "brothers"
and "sisters" will have the
opportunity to connect Friday night when the AfricanAmerican Student Service
and Ethnic Programs Office
hosts its first movie night
and rap session in the Curris Center Stables.
The event is part of the
Marvin Mills Scholars
2004-2005 Program Series
and was organized by scholarship recipients in the
Multicultural Center.
S.G. Carthell, director of
the AASSEP, helped organize the event. He said this
event grew from questions
of how to addi-ess relationships in students' lives.

"How do we want to start
these dialogues?" Carthell
said. "How can we bring
folks together? What would
be a good way and a good
place?''
Carthell said during his
work at Miami University
of Ohio, students participated in retreats that were successful in helping students
connect. Carthell said
showing films to Murray
State students offered
something to which they
could connect.
"Because it's a program
developed by students, I
think we'll see better (participation)," Carthell said.
"All of (the Marvin Mills)
programs are designed to
be educational."
t
The movie night will be
divided by gender. The

"brothers only" session will
watch "The Brothers," and
the "sisters only" session
will watch "Deliver Us
From Eva."
After the films, the groups
will discuss important
points and how they relate
to real-life situations.
Carthcll said the til~
explore themes and ideas
through
characters
to
which students can easily
relate. He said the rap session after the tUrns will give
students the opportunity to
talk about aspects of the
films including the issues of
abuse, alcohol usage and
rape in a laid back setting.
lie said by dividing the
genders, students will have
a better venue to learn
about diversity in both culture and gender.

"The core of these (problems) comes out of a lack of
communication," he said.
"What usually happens
when you see a good
movie? You start talking
about it."
Alicia Carthcll, coordinator for administrative service in the Office of Housing and Hcsidencc Life, will
proctor the rap session after
"Deliver Us From Eva." Alicia snid she has spent much
of her cmecr helping students deal with issues relating to campus living.
"It is basically a dialogue
to (deal) with relationships,'' she said. ''It is just a
time for women to ·talk
about what they are dealing
with in their relationships."
Alicia said the romanticcomedy, "Deliver Us From

Eva," deals with issues
women should think about.
"It brings up the issue of
balance (and) balancing
your life," she said.
Herman Felton will moderate the rap session following "The Brothers." Felton
said he has not seen the
movie so he and the attending audience will get to
share
the
experience
together.
Felton' said he hopes to
start an effective dialogue
based on the message the
film portrays.
"The film primarily deals
with social issues," Felton
said.
S.G. Carthell hopes the
films will help students ~r
letting them ask questions
about issues that effect
them most

"Diversity is huge for
me," he said. "Now (students) have the opportunity
to talk about things. It's a
good way to inquire about
(diverse cultures)."
·
Carthell said the event
was scheduled for Fall
Break to give students staying on campus something to
do.
"It was intentional that
this was done on Fall·
Break,'" he said. "We want
to have something for folks '
to do on Friday night that is
fun."
The event is open to all
Murray State students,
admission is free and
refreshments will be provided. The "brothers" ses• ' is atf .6:30 p.m.' and the
sion
"sisters" is at 9 p.m., Friday
at the Curris Center Stables.
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Whiffle ball
brings back
kid in all of us
I am still a kid.
True. I might be 20. but I am a kid.
In fact, I want to still be somewhat of
a kid when I am middle-aged and old.
Just the other day I was brought
back to my childhood as I played a
game I consider one of the greatest
inventions of our time.
· Whiffle ball. Here's a game that can
be played absolutely anywhere. even
. in your own home. Heaven forbid it
was ever played in my house, or at
least when my mom was home.
A genius from
Connecticut
invented the ball
in 1953 when he
grew tired of
searching
for
enough space to
play and breaking
too many windows. Little did
David Mullany
know a simple
game would create such a stir.
Nathan
What makes Clinkenbeard
whiffle ball so
Sports Editor
fun is the countless numbers of pitches you can
throw with this ball. Eight perforations line the top of the plastic ball,
giving it magical abilities. Only the
whiffle ball gives the average joe
capabilities to throw curveballs like
Barry Zito and knucklers like Tim
Wakefield.
During summer break my brother
and I brought back whiffle ball as my
dad hoarded every single ball at Johnny's Toys so no other kids could play.
I wasn't complaining. I felt like those
kids did in "The Sandlot" when Hercules uncovered all the balls that he
scarfed down over the years. We
could play forever.
I brought back my curveball,
knuckleball, slider and fastball much
to my brother's dismay. There were
many times when I would limit him
to a hit and notch a strike-out for
every out. Of cours.e I beat my brother. That's what older brothers do.
Now that I'm back at school, I have
brought the game to Elm Street. My
roommates and I have had several
games of home run derby in our front
yard this past week. We even found a
place to play a real game, and we had
to go through a backyard to find it.
Just like kids.
Sunday afternoon my friend Bone
roughed me up for a couple homers
after I lost a little on my curveball.
However, I've been working on a new
pitch and introduced him to it. It's
called the riser, and it is a fastball that
rises as it moves toward the batter. A
little more work on it, and it will
become deadly. I've got some time
though because I plan on being a kid
for a while.
Sometimes that's the best part of
life, being a kid. It didn't matter who
won the games in the driveway
between my brother and I, those
were the best times of the summer
for me. Just me and my brother. Our
whiffle ball and bat.
Just being kids.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
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Senior forward Theresa Reedy scores the game-winning goal while battling Tennessee-Martin's sophomore
defender Jamie Ohlheiser. Reedy needs one goal to tie the Racers all-time single-season scoring record ofl3.

Racers soar to victory
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

As is the case with many
young teams, the Murray State
womeq's soccer team bas built
upon early season struggles to
improve its Ohio Valley Conference record to 3·1.
With two goals from Kala
Carlile, the Racers moved past
the Skyhawks of TennesseeMartin and improved its overall season record to 6-7.
Senior forward Theresa
Reedy added what turned out
to be the game winner by scoring her 12th goal of the season
during the 18th minute.
Reedy's goal from 15 yards
out put her within one goal of
the Murray State single season
scoring record set in 2000 by
Jackie Thomas. That goal made
the score 2·1 as the Racers

rebounded from an early 1·0
deficit.
The third and final score
came when Carlile got her sec·
ond goal of the game on a pass
from Reedy. Carlile headed the
ball in from 10 yards out for the
final score.
Head Coach Mike Minielli
has been impressed with
Carlile's scoring capabilities.
"She plays well in the air,"
Minielli said. "She got up a foot
above everybody dse. Her spe·
cialty is finishing around the
box."
In addition to improving its
performance on the field, the
Racers have reached out to the
community once again this
year with The Outreach Program for Soccer program of
Graves County.
TOPS is a national program
based in Richardson, Texas
that helps extend the game to

young people with physical
and mental disabilities. Sometimes as many as 10 soccer
players from Murray State
work with TOPS on Saturday
mornings.
Head
Coach
Jeannie
McAlpin started the TOPS
team two years ago after
receiving a grant. The team is
open to any stuaent w1th a disability who cannot otherwise
participate on a soccer team.
"We like to call our program
a real team with real uni for~s."
McAlpin said. "They learn
social skills, and soccer is a
wonderful way to get exercise."
This program helps bring
the team closer together while
helping others. Stepping back
and helping out in the community builds upon the family
aspect and furthers the cause.
of the team both on the field
and in the community.

Senior midflelde r Jamie Roche
heads the ball over two Sky hawk
defenders in the women's 3-1 triumph over Tennessee-Martin.

Familiar faces fill in athletics department vacancies
Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Two positions in the Murray
State athletics department were
filled T hursday as Dave Winder
was named assistant athletics
director for media relations and
David Snow was named sports
information director.
Winder graduated from Murray State in 1987 and was a member of the Thoroughbreds baseball team from 1983 to 1987. He
was also named to the All-OVC
team as a first baseman his
senior year.
Winder is enthusiastic about
his new job in the athletics
department.
"I love Murray State," Winder
said. "We have so many good
things happening in this department, so it's going to be fun promoting the Racers."
Before accepting the job,

Dave
Winder

David

Assistant AD

Sports info
dirl'ctor

media relations

Snow

Winder held the post of coordi·
natl'>r of athletics marketing and
sports programming at Murray
State. Three years ago, he came
back to Murray State after a 10·
year stint as a sports anchor for
WPSD-TV in Paducah.
The television shows. "MSU
Football with Joe Pannunzio"
and "MSU Basketball with Mick

Cronin" are currently hosted and
produced by Winder. He will
also become the primary contact
for football and men's basketball.
Interim athletic director
Kenny Roth hates to lose Winder
in one area of the department but
knows he will be in the right
place in charge of media relations.
"We are thrilled to have Dave
Winder heading up our media
relations department," Roth said.
"He is such a great asset to Murray State University and our athletics department. We hate to
lose him from fund raising for
the RACER Foundation, but he is
so media-savvy, his strengths lie
in this area. Dave lives and
breathes Murray State athletics,
so he is the perfect fit for this
position."
Snow has served as the acting
sports information director since
August when Steve Parker left.
He was previously an assistant

sports information director.
After Parker's departure and
another assistant Garett Wall
leaving the sports information
office, Snow was left responsible
to shoulder the load of a threeperson job.
Snow's job details include all
statistics gathering, publications
and historical archives. He will
be the primary contact for women's basketball. baseball, cross
country, golf, rifle, rowing, soccer, tennis, track and field and
volleyball.
For seven years Snow has been
a part of the Murray State media
relations office, and Winder sees
that experience as a positive
framework for a great team.
Said Winder: "Between David
Snow and his expertise in publications and stats and my experience in radio and television,
we'll make a great team in pro·
rooting the Racers and helping
the media cover us.''

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: FOX9 @ 7 p.m.

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon

Friday: Soccer @ 3 p.m.

Saturday: Football @ 1:30 p.m.

ALCS Game3
N Y. Yankees at Boston Red Sox

National Football League
Redskins at Bears

Lakeside Field
Murray St. at Eastern illinois

O'Brien Stadium
Murray St. at Eastern Illinois

Saturday: FOX9.@ 3 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN@ 7:30p.m.

Saturday: Rifle @ 8 a.m.

Sunday: Soccer @ l p.m.

NLCS Game 3
Cardinals at Astros

Sunday Night Football
Vikings at Saints

Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Tennessee Tech at Murray St.

Houck Stadium
Murray St. at SEMO
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Patience, chance
give hunter
perfect pick

Homecoming crowd brings Racer football luck
DanTepe
Staff Writer

vs.

dtepe@thenews.org

While many students will be
resting in their homes Saturday.
enjoying Fall Break, the Murray
State football team will be on the
road to face Eastern Illinois in
Charleston at 1:30 p.m.
The game Saturday highlights
Homecoming weekend for Eastem illinois, who is looking to
rebound from a 49-6 loss to Eastern Kentucky last week.
"It is going to be a tougher
game because it is their homecoming and they are going to
play hard in front of their families," junior defensive end Doug
Fashaw said. "They beat us last
year on our Homecoming, so we
want to win on their field."
Last season, Eastern Illinois
compiled 228 yards rushing in
the 27-17 victory over the Racers
at Roy Stewart Stadium. T he
Racers turned the ball over four
times, including two fumbles and
two interceptions.
The Panthers enter the contest
with the second best rush
defense in the Ohio Valley Con-,
ference. Eastern Illinois only surrenders 1018 yards a game, while
the Racers boast the second-best
rushing offense in the conference at 2123 yards per game.
It is going to be a battle on the
offensive and defensive lines,
and that matchup could determine the outcome of the game.
"We've been able to run the
ball against good teams and they
have not played many teams that
stop the run well," f'ashaw said.
"We play the run very well on
defense, so we'll see who can run
the ball better."
EIU senior quarterback Matt
Schabert wil1 make his third start
of the year after beginning the
season second on the depth
chart. He is in his first year in the
OVC and has earned OVC Newcomer of the Week twice. Schabert transferred from Wiscon-

Michael Mclaurine'fhe News

Ch ad "Tank" Cook, sophomore running back from New
Orleans, leaps over a Samford defender as he runs for one of his
34 attempts. Cook gained 184 yards In the Racers .24-21 victory.
sin to the Panthers during the
summer.
Sophomore running back Vincent Webb leads the rushing
attack for the Panthers and
enters Saturday as the fourth
leading rusher in the OVC.
Webb has totaled 464 yards
rushing and six touchdowns this
season.
The Racers rode sophomore
running back Chad Cook's outstanding effort to defeat a
resilient Samford team 24--21 on
Homecoming weekend.
Junior quarterback Fisher
threw for a touchdown pass,
freshma n punt kicker Morgan

Riley kicked his first career field
goal and Cook had a rushing
touchdown to give the Racers a
17-0 lead at the end of the first
half.
T he Bulldogs took advantage
of two Murray State turnovers in
the third quarter and converted
them into a pair of rushing
touchdowns by quarterback Ray
Nelson.
"I'm really disappointed with
the way we were so careless with
the ball,'' Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "Two fumbles and
an interception, plus we fumbled
a punt."
With four minutes remaining

in the game, Samford had the ball
on their own 15 yard-line, trail ing
24-21. After driving the ball into
Murray State territory, Nelson
was intercepted by senior cornerback Onsha Whitaker to close
the game.
Cook led all rushers with 187
yards on 34 carries and two
touchdowns. 116 of those yards
came in the first half.
The Racers were fortu nate to
come away with a win because of
its turnovers late in the game,
and it is something that must
improve for it to finish the season successfully.
"We were very fortunate to
win this game," Pannunzio said.
"Most of the time. if you make
mistakes like that, you get beat.
We've got to do better at protecting the ball."
Freshman defensive back Derrick Parrott was named OVC
Newcomer of the Week for his
return efforts against Samford.
Parrott returned four kicks for
a total of 125 yards, with his
longest return being 63 yards.
The return game has paid dividends for Murray State as Parrott and transfer Nick Turner
have combined to give the Racers good field position all year.
Turner has recently been sidelined with a rib injury that has
caused him to see only limited
.,action returning punt!;.

Murray State duo leads team in matches at Indiana
Ryan Grothe

were six teams invited to the
tournament, four of which are
Staff Writer
nationally ranked in the preseargrothe@thenews.org
son polls.
The University of Indiana is
The Murray State women's
25th
in the nation, while
tennis team won 14 of 39 matchLouisiana
State University is
es last week at the Hoosier Inviranked
20th.
Iowa and the Unitational in Bloomington, Ind.
versity
of
Missouri
are ranked
One can see head coach Con42nd
and
58th
respectively.
nie Keasling knows exactly what
Two weeks ago, the Racers
she is doing when they see her
dominated
the University of
five coach of the year awards.
Tennessee-Chattanooga
Baras
She has carefully scheduled
Fall
Classic
winning
72.7
percent
this Racer team to best prepare it
for its fourth consecutive Ohio of its matches.
Keasling said the tournament
Valley Conference title and
offered
opponents at a level simNCAA Tournament appearance.
"This team is young, and we ilar to what they would face in
want to give them two types of the conference tournament.
competition," Keasling said.
"This will build their mental
"One that will prepare them for awareness early in the season of
conference style play, and one what the team wants to become
that will imitate the NCAA Tour- January when team play begins,"
nament style competition."
Keasling said. "It was a growing
The Hoosier Invitational was opportunity. Playing at a higher
played of the latter style. There level, you can see the critical

points in a tournament more
clearly."
Though the young team knew
the tournament was a tremendous challenge coming into it,
there were three main successes
to shine a light of pride on,
Keasling said.
Sophomores Rachael and Anna
Lask finished third in the Flight 1
doubles tournament.
Among the roadblocks they
conquered to get there were two
tenacious Indiana teams and a
strong LSU team, which they
beat 8-1.
The pair's only loss came from
the Laura McGaffigan and Kara
Zeder duo of Indiana. Zeder also
placed fi rst in the Flight D singles.
"The competition was really
tough, but everyone worked hard
and handled it so well," Rachael
Lask said. "It raised everyone's
levels of play facing such
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Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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respected opponents."
Whitney Robards, freshman ,
played in the finals of the Flight
E singles. Her second-place finish came after dominating Nikki
Hein of Indiana and swinging
past Pam Gesellchen, also among
the Hoosier squad. Her loss in
the final round came from University of Michigan's Charlotte
Bellis.
Keasling said Rachael Lask
won two of three of her singles
matches in Flight C. Included
among her victories was a hardfought match against LSU's
Tiffany Tucker, (7-5, l-6, 1-0 (9)).
"This is what the fa ll is all
about," Keasling said. "To challenge the players on the team to
set personal goals."
The Racer squad will compete
in the Memphis Invitational this
weekend, a tournament which
Keasling said will more closely
resemble conference play.

What started out as a rough bow
season has ended up panning out for
1 the best, at least for me. I have to
acknowledge many bowhunters I've
spoken with still aren't seeing many
deer, but if there's hope for me,
there's hope for them.
My hope and time in the woods was
rewarded with a chance at a big 9point buck late Sunday evening.
I got home Friday morning and
spen t the better
part of the day
scouting
and
working on homework. When the
evening
finally
rolled around, I
loaded my stuff
and
eventually
found myself on
our hunting property perched in a
Will
tree stand overBrantley
looking one of Outdoor columnist
our
planted
clover p lots. I saw a little six-pointer
that evening right at dark, but he wasn't what I was looking for, so I let him
walk.
The next evening, Dad joined me
for a bunt. He was leaving for Florida
early the next morning with the rest
of my fam ily; a trip I know he was
pleased to be attending at this point
in deer season. Anyway, I missed
what should have been an easy shot at
a doe that evening, but Dad left me
with some valuable information - he
had seen three nice bucks step out of
a holler in front of our cabin into the
fields. The bucks had been out of his
range, however.
Sunday evening, I was in my climbing stand 20-feet up a sycamore tree
in that holler. A dry creek bed below
me had been beaten down with deer
tracks, as they elected to use it as a
primary travel route from their bedding area to the feeding fields.
Around 6:15, I spied a little buck
slipping down the creek bed toward
my stand. I immediately knew he
wasn't a shooter, but before I could
relax, a nice set of antlers materialized from the brush. A big 9-pointer
was slipping through the creek bed
behind the little buck.
The little buck walked directly
under my tree and out into the field. I
could plainly hear him breathing as
he walked through. After a short wait,
the big buck followed. He stayed
behind a small tree until he was a
mere five yards away. At that point,
he finally stepped into the open, and I
got an arrow through him.
After tracking him for a ways that
night with a buddy, I decided to wait
until the next morning to continue
the search. 1 found him within 100
yards of where we'd quit searching
the night before.
The buck sported nine long tines,
with the longest measuring nearly 10
inches. I was pleased.
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Health for H~art

Cross country
runs preview
•

Staying fit easy as ever for students, faculty at MSU
the only way to do that is fund
raising events like the Heart
Walk.
"The Heart Walk promotes
learning about and participating
in exercise which arc major factors in the prevention of heart
disease," Babb said.
Survivors of heart disease wear
red caps during the walk to celebrate their accomplishment and
work to beat heart disease.
For more information on the
Heart Walk, e-mail Erin Babb at
erin.babb@heart.org or visit
Americanheart.org

Brittany Renfro

There are many excuses peo- equate being healthy, and being
ple
give: "I don't have time," "It's healthy does not necessarily
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@th.:news.org
too hard," "I can't start now, it's equate being thin. A healthy
too late." No matter the excuse, lifestyle is one that encompasses
Heart disease is America's No. the only thing holding people both physical health and a posi1 killer, taking more than 2.4 mil- back from leading a healthy life is tive self image. Timmons says It
lion lives each year. In Kentucky themselves. There is time, it is is essential to exercise and eat
alone, 14,631 deaths were attrib- not too hard and it is never too right to achieve this lifestyle.
uted to cardiovascular disease or late to be healthy.
"When you exercise, you just
stroke, totaling 38 percent of all
As college students, numerous feel better in general, leading to
deaths in 2000.
activities makeup a typical day. 'thinking better and reducing
Of the 2.4 million deaths, From meetings to class, some- stress," Timmons said.
:250.000 arc because of a lack of times it seems like there is no
Exercise and eating right do
regular physical activity. A com- extra time to do these things. Eat- not have to be punishments.
bination of bad eating habits and ing. working and living on the go
There are fun activities like
lack of exercise arc two leading have become the norm. That yoga, pilates or kick boxing that
causes of heart disease:
does not mean one cannot strive can be mixed up daily. This will
to be a healthy person.
keep exercise from getting barKathy Timmons, head of the ing or too exhausting.
department ofweJlness and therWorking out with a group of
Fa!=ility Hours
apeutic sciences, teaches on the people can encourage motivation
and help physical goals to be
subject of nutrition daily.
"Preventing obesity may also real·hed.
Curris Center
prevent heart disease, diabetes
Changing daily habits like
Monday - Friday:
and some kinds of cancer," Tim- using elevators or not drinking
6:30 a.m. - midnight
mons said. "The key to this pre- enough water are small ways to
vention is simply eating right and start. Taking the stairs and cutSaturday - Sunday:
exercise."
ting back on the use of caffeine
noon - midnight
With more than 64 percent of and sugary drinks can help.
the adult American population
Locally, there are many ways
overweight. obesity is on the rise. to get involved in both group and
Hart Fitness Center Excess weight puts more strain individual activities.
on your heart, which could lead
Intramural sports are a great
Monday - Friday:
to diabetes or high cholesterol.
way to enjoy exercise and meet
7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Food high in fat raise choles- people simultaneously.
terol
levels in blood, which
There are also facilities like the
Saturday - Sunday:
increase the amount of fat on the Curris Center which offer tread1 p.m. - 10 p.m.
arteries. This process inevitably mills, bikes. elliptical and weight
leads to a heart attack.
machines and weights.
The American Heart AssociaAnother way to mix fun with
RSEC
tion recommends that saturated exercise is the Calloway Country
Monday - Saturday:
fat intake be reduced to less than Heart Walk. The Heart Walk is
10
percent of the total calorie an American Heart Association
7:15a.m.- midnight
intake, which should amount to a event that raises money for
research and awareness of heart
maximum 2000 calories a day.
Carr Health Building "Fruits and vegetable contain disease.
Participants form teams of 15
antioxidants which are the
Monday - Friday:
source of fighting diseases like or less and raise funds by finding
6:30 a.m. - midnight
cancer and heart disease," Tim- sponsors from local venus.
S
d
mons said.
Erin Babb, corporate relations
atur .ay:
The statistics are discouraging, manager for the American Heart
9a.m. - m1dn1gbt
but the way one lives their life Association's Murray affiliate,
-www.murrit~!eda' 1 '1.-~ can change-at any-time.
""'- says.:the need to raise money for
Being thin does not necessarily heart disease is tremendous and

Tips to
maintain health:

Campus Health

•Eat five or more
servings of
fruit and
vegetables a day
•Eat a variety of
whole grain
products

'

•Body needs
appropriate
amounts of
carbohydrates,
protein and fat
•Vegetarians
should fmd good
sources of protein
J<ethy Timmons,

head of ~of wellness
•na ~ sClencis

for OVCmeet
Jenni Gregory
Contributing Writer
The Murray State men and women's cross country teams continued
their seasons Saturday as they competed at the University of TennesseeMartin Invitational.
The meet served as an Ohio Valley
Conference Championship preview
meet, which the Skyhawks will host
Oct. 30.
Tennessee Tech finished the best
out of all the teams in the conference
coming in fourth for the women with
a score of 102 and fifth for the men
with 99.
The Murray State women finished
the invitational in 9th place with a
team score of 198. Arkan~as State won
the team title with 68 points.
Leading the Racers was sophomore
Lindsey Neeley, finishing lOth overall
with a time of 20 minutes, 4 seconds.
Junior Lauren Wilson followed
Neeley with a 27th place performance
in 20:59. Junior Megan Rainville finished 32nd in 21:26.
Rainville thinks the course will be
good for the OVC championship.
''It should be, a good course for
OVC's," Rainville said. "It has rolling
hills and flat areas so it doesn't matter
what you excel in."
!he men's team competed in the
race but could not earn a team score,
as only three men participated.
The men were led by sophomore
John Gorey, who finished 29th out of
85 total runners in 29 minutes. Junior
Brett Klima was 58th in 31:28.
Bob Doty was named the interim
head coach to replace Norbert Elliott.
Doty coached the Racers for seven
years and is excited to be coaching
again after he retired three years ago.
"Since the men's scholarships were
dropped, we still have iivc men running well," Doty said. "The women
are too. The kids are really looking
1. forward·to running in our t:onfercnce
championship."

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Iff'(' 4·Room DIRLCTV Sy~l<'ll1 induclc:.
lnst,\11.\tiun, ·I mo. fr~•(' progr.unmtng

wtNrL Sund.1y ftckN Suhscr1p11on.
Over :ws c h.mm·l~l Umitt·d lime ofiPJ.
S&H, r•'''"' lion~ (lpply. 1·11110·20!1·
461 7
Woltl T.mntng ll1'<k t\ffordJhlt• •Con·
V<'nit•nt. T~n at home. l'aynwnts ill•m
S2'J/month t reo r olor <at<~ lug. Call
tod.1y
1-8lJO·Il42-1l05
wv.w.np.etstan.wrn
Hu~t Red Angus Clttlt> $alP. 5.Jt., Oct
23rd 41i and l·fA >how he1fer:>, lJulls,
cows, c,1!vcs, brt-d hcJf<'fs. C'AJII ior fu'f!
calalog. 1-800·264-0420, Slaughters,
KY

Building Salt>! •Rock llottom Prkesl"
Quick Dl'ltverv. Beat next price
Increase. Go direct/ save. 20x26,
25x30, 30x40, 35x60 40x80, 45x90,
SOX100, 60xl80, Olhers. Pioneer 1·
800-66H-5422
SawmillS· $:.!,695 l.umbcrM.ttc-2000 &
Lumbctltte-24. N01wood lndustrle~
also manufactures utiltry AlV auachnwnts, lug sktdders, port<Jhlc bo.lrCJ
edgers .tnd forestry equipment.
WW\\.nur•.voodlndustrics.com
f'rt'<l
information: I-B00-578·1J&.l c.xtJ!>OI"

FOR RENT
Proicssiun~l

oftlc:c· 5p.u c lor rl'tlt In
J'r,mkfort. )U~I ntf US 127 ITI~Jr l•(>4,
Apprnxim.ltl'l}: 700 ,qu;m• ft 1'1 on ""'~"·
nnd floor, pnv.ltl! i>.tth, tl0'3ets. $600
1wr month, includt's w.ttt•r/s<·wPr, electric, gas. Cdl !i02·223-81l21.

EDUCATIONAL
Airline Mechanic- Rapid trainmg for
high paymg <".arc<•r· Avlataon Mainte·
nance. FAA Predicts scvt'I'C shortage,
financial Aid- Job pl.lCcmt'Jll assistance. (888)349-5387 AI.\\ 6 IOGitions.

EARl'\ YOUR DEGREE· On1me from
home. Business, Paralegal, Computer~.
~t'lworking and more. Rnanc:ial Aid
aV,lilable, job pldCI"ment assistance,
and computers providl•d. Call frt•c
(8()(,)858-2121

HELP WANTED
Est.lblished firm seeks in home saiL'S
rt'Jl' to present estell!" planning package
to pr<i~pt'<.tive clients. We offer daytime
,Ktivity, qualified leads, complete training ,md support. Exp'd ont!·C.lll closers
cnn cam 51 ,800-$2,700+ weekly! No
license required. Call Rith at 800.1l60·
8275, F.xL410
Cet paid to be a mystery shopper! (Pay
no fees) As an mdependcnt contractor
t'Valuate customer service for restau·
rants, gas stations and retail.
www.applyshopnchek.com; shoprecruattl'sllopnchelc.com
HC<~vy Equipment Operator~ needed!
learn to operate Bulldozers, Backhoes,
Excavators rl) 4 Yoeeks! ~o experience
na>drol Good pay & benefits! 1-866·

280-51136
Polin~ Ottlcer~: Train in law enforcement HS Grads 17·34. Creal pay, hffi·
cflts. Must reloLate. Call M·F 800-2846289.

The Advocatt'-M<'Ssmger in 0dnvlllc,
KY., nN.'<:b a sportswriter to join our ).
rwrson ~port~ department. Wu rowr a 5county drea in Central Kenruckv including 9 high school programs pi~ Centre
Coll~>ge and UK Sports. II you're looking
to liv<' in a smCIII town and wori< for a
probsiunal d.1ily neo.~aper, send your
1esume to dt-hbiew@alllnl'\~).com. tlly·
out and photography experience a plus.
Compctuive salary, exci"Jient bt·m•ftt
package.
ATIENTION: Mac:h!ncry/ Heavy Haul
Driver~!H Dcdic,1ted AgriculturaV Construction Equlpmem H<~uling!! Top Pay,
Famaly benefits! OTR & Flatbed expcri·
ence preicrred. TMC Tram-portation:
800-247-2862 X2 --~-~

The Murray State

Student Law
Association
Invites you to attend

Company Drivers- Van & Flatbed NO ,
NONS! NSf Bonus Guaranteed! Starting
PJY up to 31>¢pm, S'iOO orit•ntiltion pay,
consistent fretght all ye.1r~ Full beneftt~ &.
more! CIJ!>s·A COL· I yr. verifiable exp.
1·877·560-81!21 Ext. 7?9 or e-m.1il us at
driv,•ltl·robt•rson!r;mS.lum
Driller- 100 Drivers i"!'l>dt'CJ NOWCon1pilny & 010'~ •Assignl'CJ walk-in
cundn~ •2,500-J,OOO miles! wt>ek
"$4l,'i00+ I~~ rear! 877-687-5627.
JDC~og~liL: CD_·N (~month~ OTR.
Driver· Covenant Tr.1nsport. 1eam\ anc.J
solos ch<·ck our our 11L'\II pay plan. Ask
about our Rt'ginnal Runs. Owner Operators, Experienced Drivel>, Solos.
Teams and Graduate Students. Call 1·
888-MOR~·PAY (1-81.18-667-3729)
DriVI't· Now earn more! lncrea.<;t• tn
Pay package. Cootraetors & Company
needed. Hatbed- refrl~atcd· tanker.
Ovt.-r-tht'-road. Some ~lonal. Commercial Driver's license Training. 1·
800-771-6318 www.Jlfimeinc.com
Drl\'er- Pre-PI.1nncd Fre1ght! Home
weekly. Company- Start J8¢1mlle,
()!().Start .Sl/milc. Great miles. 99%
no touch. 800·.321·8176

lJrivers: Van Owner op's· •ssoo fuel
rebate •Avg. PJy .S1pm all m1les •start
pay 83¢pm '48 hr. settlements. Cla~s-A
COl I yr. veritiahle cxp. 0< Roo('Mil
1-800-767-7109 or l:'·rn.Jil us at: con·
tr~ctCI'rohersontrJns.com

Net!<l Job! Swl!t Transportatton No
experit•ncel Nn prohlt>m! No credit
check. No monthly p.:~yment~. lmmt•c.JJ.
ate benefit package! Now hlrinR In ymu
area 1-877-441-6289

Readymix Truck Driver .S12.00/hr.
Excellent benefits. Must h.wc Class B
COL . Taking applications, starting
immediately, 9Jm-4pm .11 Congleton
Coocretc, 611 Laco Drive, Lc\ln~on.
859·231-6180.
Regional Runs Avi!llablr.! Home "Lock·
ly. Midw£'SI· :-.=onheast- Southeast. Also
hiring OTR Company· Owner Opera·
tor· SOlo- TeJms. Cali1.000..CFI.ORIVE

~w.cfidrive.com

--Star Transport net'ds Inexperienced dri·
vers. Home most weekends, Pcterl>clt
trucks, shared tuition. Food and lodging
provided. 1·800·455-4682
I

Drivers: l~t like iilmily with Great pay,
(J~t r.liscs, mii1!S, homctime, beneiits. 1
year OTR, good MVR and Cl<t~S A CDL
Required. TOTAL 800-942·2 I04 extensions 26.!, 2!8, 2..17,_ _ _ __
Drivers: Mu~t be owner operators. NO
touch fr<'ight. Up to SO.M/$1 .oo mil<'.
No fvrc:r·tf disp.llch. Honw w~·l.:t~nd\.
olt!t·r hucb wekomt~l l&1 Df'l.licated
Cmi<'rs, In~;., l.uuisviiiE•, KY 1-800-511 ·

0062
Drivers,

O~er

tht• rood, 35 st.nes. Flat
wl~rd!!!i, lalt• model cunwntion.tls. 3
year~ expericnte. $2,000 $ign on
bonus. Start .34¢·.36¢ mile-~- IX'neiits.
Call (000)444·61>46
Drivers: Ownt.~ Opcra!orl> or Compa·
ny. J,OOO mileJ week. 010 Earn .98
cpm. Company Orivoo earn up to .J7
cpm plus full benefits. Tangu Transport
1-877-826-4605

TRAVEL

••.111 Spring Brealc: Website! lowest
prices ~ranteed. Fret> meals and fret>
drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com or
8()()..836,;a202.
Panama Oty Bedt.h, l'l Sandpipt•r·B<'.l·
con BedCh Resorl h.1s su,t<~inL>cJ NO hur·
ric.1ne damagtl and is still open lor business withe LOWE~l" RAlFS ON TH~
BEACH. From SJ9 (1-2p. arrive
Surl'lvlon· Frf.'C' n1ght. call lor dct.lil~,
te~trictklns), Pools, lazy riV()f rid••, water
slide, parasailing, hot tub, suir...;, t1ki bar.
The Beaches are Beautiful. 1100-46868~6 ~\W .sandpiperb<.•acon.•-nm

MISC.
One order, One chec~ One smart
move! Same time and monev by mak-

ing one call to place a 25-wurd <.l«s>i·
Ot:.~ in 74 Kentucky ncw$pap<>rs for
O!lly S225 for mc•re tnformo~tion, cont;Jct tlw d.t\~iiiN.i dcp~rtmt'nt oi thi•
ncwsp.1per or calll\f'S 1-'i02·221-llll21
Wt• w.tnt your Whtt<' 0.1k logs!l! AmerIcan St.tw Cump.llly f, •ecking White
0.1k St.t\lt' logs in yuur •111'.1. We arc
payinl! lop prlct'!> for ~t.we lugs I l·ln<.h·
L~ in di.•meter ~nd up. Pl<'·l~e • ,1111 <my
(812>2%·051:, for morl• inti•rmallnr1.
Nc<~ Exir.• C1~h? Work one r.lav per
month, collf.'Cl $1000 doll<rrs plu<!:
Own your nwn vPnding bu,in<'SS. Small
inve;tment reo.Juired, call loll·frcc 1·
866·1<11·8l6J.
I

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

Place you r
message 1n
The Murray
State News
classifieds for

Otvurce .S195, IncorporatiOn $195, your
ahcmative to expensive legal fees! ncO..
prOSC!Vice«Paol.com or 1..S00.30J.1170

¢

$SCASHSS Cash now ior SlftK'IUred
settlements, annuities, and insurance
payouts. (800)794·731 0 j.G. Wentworth... IG Wentworth ml"ans cash
now for structured settlements
Cash for WUCIUr(:d sc.•ttlcment/ annuity
payments. It's voor money! Get cash
now when yoU nC£.'CI il rr105tl Oldest!
bel.t in the bu$iOess. Scttlcnwnt purch~scrs. 1-877-Moncy·Me

PER WORD!

HEALTH

I

family Hl'ailh Car.- w/presuiption
>IJnl $6'1.1J)/mo: Best network. excel·
('nt <owra~"· No limit.1tions! Includes
Dm1.1l1 visJnn, prt•·t.>xisttng cond, OK!
C.1ll WCS 800·21lll·9.214 r.xt..z.l.l2
•statlllp fr.'IJS rL'<Iuirc••l

I

Powt'r Whcelchairs, scootPrs and hO!o·
pital b«ls .at absolutely no cost to you.
Call toll free t ·llll0·70!J.Il301

Reach students
online with your ad
on
thenews.org.

111 Wilson Hall
Classifieds must be
paid before they run.

Call 762·4478 for details.

Law Fair 2004

Questions? Contact:

Thursday, Oct. 21 at 3:30 p.m.
Faculty Hall Room 208

Ainwt>.( lyml'rl11 murray .. talt'.('(lu

Take this oprortunity to meet representatives
from severa area law schools including SIU,
UK, U of L, Memphis and
Chase College of Law.

Aimee K. Clymer
761-1747

Dr. Joe Chaney
Jo<'. Chilnt.>v (<I murrilys ta It •.t>(lu

762-3459

..
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Natlum

Sports Editor

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Se••._..
(38-36)

Se••.....,..
(38-36)

Se••a..d:

Lilt""*=

1.-t'Weelc

(6-8)

(9-S)

San. Diego @ Atlanta

Miami @ Buffalo

Washington @ Chicago
Cincinnati @ Cleveland
Green Bay @ Detroit
Kansas City @ Jacksonville

Seattle @ New England
San Francisco @ NY. Jets

•
Carolina @ Philadelphia
Houston @ Tennessee
Pittsburgh @ Dallas

Denver @ Oakland
Minnesota @ New Orleans

Tlds is My IUpt.
Tbis is MY_ _ _ __

lllustratloD
Goes Here

....,,.. .......

UIICIIei'S1bd the rlnt Aallf

•

..

(39.35)
(8-6)

